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Ecological monitoring: an indispensable realistic ambition 

Massive collection and species 
identification for understanding better 
biodiversity evolutions disturbed by human 
activities 

Automated systems can definitely help 

-  Passive (autonomous devices)  

 

-  Active (pros & citizens) 



Dataset 

---------- XC classical RECORDINGS: 
= the 2015 dataset: 
33k recordings 
999 bird species 



Dataset 

SOUNDSCAPES DATA (no 
foreground species): 
New recordings introduced this year: 
925 soundscape recordings 
 ≃     6 days of continuous recording 
up to 25 species per file (and more 
individual birds…) 
 

---------- 

---------- XC classical RECORDINGS: 
= the 2015 dataset: 
33k recordings 
999 bird species 



Dataset 
MP3 audio files + reformatted metadata: 



Dataset 
MP3 audio files + reformatted metadata: 

Class id and taxonomic data (removed from test set) 



Dataset 
MP3 audio files + reformatted metadata: 

Occurrence data (not used this year)   



Dataset 
MP3 audio files + reformatted metadata: 

Available in training set (not used this year)   



Dataset 
MP3 audio files + reformatted metadata: 

Social data (not used this year)   



Task overview 
Event-based split (⅔ vs ⅓)  

Training set = 24,607 recordings (no soundscapes !) 

  → external training data authorized but not used this year (no fine-tuning) 

Test set = 8,596 recordings + 925 soundscapes 

Metric: Mean Average Precision 



Participation and methods 

Team Preprocessing Features extraction / Classification MAP 

BME 
TMIT 

- Downsampling to 16 kHz, cut-off 6,25 kHz 
- Checkered spectrogram (0.5sec.x10 freq. band) & 
remove “silent” cells 

- ConvNet: AlexNet with batch normalisation 
- ConvNet: 4 layers, 1 FC, ReLU, Batch norm. 

0.338 

CUBE - Chunks of 3 sec. of spectrograms  
- Data augmentation: time shift, pitch shift, mixes from 
same sp. 

- ConvNet: 5 layers, ReLU & Max Pool. 
- Bagging of 2 convnets 

0.555 

DYNI LSIS - Regular segments of 0.2 sec with 50% overlap 
- Energy-based filtering 
  

- Bag of Audio Words based on 500-means on MFCCs, Random 
Forest 

0.037 

MNB TSA - Downsampling 22kHz 
- Denoising  
- Segment-of-interest extraction with morpho math  

- Selection of typical segments per species 
- Multi-resolution template matching → segment probabilities 
- Randomized decision trees  

0.519 

WUT -  - Ensemble of ConvNets 
 

0.412 

BIG - Silent removal MFCCs, 1-nn classifier  0.021 

92 teams registered including 32 teams xclusively registered to the bird task 
6 teams crossed the finish line testing 18 methods  



Official score: Mean Average Precision (with background species) 

ConvNet(s) 
Segment probabilities & bagging of models 
MFCCs baseline 



Official score: Mean Average Precision (with background species) 

ConvNet(s) 
Segment probabilities & bagging of models 
MFCCs baseline 



Improvements compared to 2015 (same train & queries) 
CNN   :  +22 points of MAP 

winner 2015 : + 13 points of MAP  

2015  



Performance by species  



-  Some audio patterns missed by the 
ConvNets ? 

Performance by species  



What makes a ConvNet successful ? 
Pre-processing ? 

MAP=0.555 

MAP=0.338 

CUBE 

MAP= 0.412 WUT 

BME-TMIT 



What makes a ConvNet successful ? 
ConvNet Architecture ?  

MAP=0.555 

MAP=0.338 

CUBE 

MAP= 0.412 (ensemble) WUT 

BME-TMIT 
AlexNet 

run1 run2 run3 

MAP= 0.35 

MAP= 0.376 

MAP= 0.352 

MAP= 0.35 



What makes a ConvNet successful ? 
Data augmentation ?  

MAP=0.555 

MAP=0.338 

CUBE 

MAP= 0.412 WUT 

BME-TMIT 

-  Time shift 
-  Pitch shift 
-  Summing records of same species (multiple birds) 
-  Adding Noise (based one extracted noise segments) 

-  Padding and Trimming  

-  No data augmentation  



Best 
ConvNet 

Specific 
Segment 
Probabilities  

MFCC 
baseline 

Mean 
Avg 
Precision 

ConvNets perform poorly on soundscapes  
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Probabilities  
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Possible explanations of low performance: 
-  no soundscapes in training set → statistical bias 
-  the crowd of birds creates new audio patterns 
-  no specific multi-label strategies employed by the 

participants 

ConvNets perform poorly on soundscapes  



Conclusions & Perspective for Bird LifeClef 2017 

The arrival of deep learning in bio-acoustic:  

-  Impressive performance of ConvNets but need accurate design 

-  Fine-tuning: a large progression margin ? Share your models ! 

Soundscapes appear to be a very hard problem (in particular for ConvNets) 

Road map for next year: 

-  More soundscapes & with time-coded annotations: a detection task or an 
asymetric task as this year ?  

-  Scale-up to 1500 or 2000 species 
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Task description 
As in the previous 2 years of the BirdCLEF challenge, the collection shared with the participants is built from the outstanding Xeno-canto 

collaborative database that involves more than 2600 birders attempting to cover all of the acoustic diversity of the world's bird fauna. 

The subset used for LifeCLEF 2016 is an extension of the one used in 2015. The training set remain exactly the same, i.e. 24,607 audio 

recordings belonging to the 999 bird species most numerously represented in Xeno-canto in the union of Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela, 

Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana.  

The test set has been enriched compared to 2015. It still contains the 8,596 recordings of the 2015 test set, but is enriched by a new set of 

soundscape recordings, i.e. recordings for which the recorder was not targeting a specific species and that might contain an arbitrary number 

of singing birds. 

Task overview : 

The goal of the task is to identify all audible birds within the test recordings. Each prediction item respected the following format: 

< MediaId;ClassId;probability> 

where probability is a real value in [0;1] decreasing with the confidence in the prediction. 

 



Bioacoustics, an interdisciplinary research topics 
1) CrowdSourcing (Android, net) 

2) High Resolution (Electronic, transmission) 

3) Long term acquisition (Autonomy) 

4) Development of scaled representations (Scattering / Signal processing) 

5) Unsupervised annotation (Infinity class clustering) 

6) Bioacoustic classification (Large class / Deep learning) 

7) Identification (neuro-physiology, acoustics) 

8) Biodiversity indexing 

9) Anthropic noise impact / Climat impact 


